JHU Workshop on Measurement Errors and Latent Variables

November 11, 2023
Department of Economics, Johns Hopkins University
Wyman Park Building 603, 3100 Wyman Park Drive, Baltimore, MD 21211
Organizer: Yingyao Hu, yhu@jhu.edu

9:00am – 9:50am
**Sid Kankanala** (Yale): “Quasi bayes in latent variable models”

10:00am – 10:50am
**Hao Dong** (SMU): “Estimation of average derivatives of latent regressors: with an application to inference on buffer-stock saving”

11:00am – 11:50am
**Benjamin Deanner** (UCL): “Proxy controls”

12:00pm – 1:50pm Lunch

2:00pm – 2:50am
**Andrei Zeleneev** (UCL): “Nonparametric identification and estimation with non-classical errors-in-variables”

3:00pm – 3:50am
**Florian Gunsilius** (U Michigan): "On network projections"

4:00pm – 4:50am
**Shiu Ji-Liang** (Jinan U): “Learning through the job search: A semi-parametric approach”

6:00pm – 8:00pm Dinner